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Abstract 
 

This paper explores the stylized use of English by and for speakers of Italian, particularly in media about 
Italy’s current prime minister and his political party. I briefly review the literature on Italian-English 
linguistic hybridity and draw on the citizen sociolinguistic term inglaliano as a means of posing a different 
paradigm for thinking about language contact between Italian and English. Drawing on work on mock 
languages, enregisterment, and stylization, I pose possible ways of thinking about inglaliano as a source 
and example of language ideological metacommentary. 

 
 
 
1. English, Italian, and the “New PD” 
 
In January 2015, a parody of Prime Minister Matteo Renzi’s speech (in English) at a conference 
went viral on YouTube. Leading up to this video’s massive success, Renzi—and specifically 
qualities of his public speaking—had become an object of comedic derision both on social media 
and in national media. Renzi and his public speaking also, during that time, began to be seen as 
representative of unwelcome change in Italy’s left-leaning Partito Democratico (PD). An 
analysis of live tweets during Renzi’s original speech, the viral parody video of the speech, and 
two comedic representations of Renzi’s “New PD” brings two points to light, which I discuss 
herein: 
 

1. The stylized use of English in these media provides powerful examples of language 
ideological metacommentary. 

2. When English emerges in discourses about the New PD, it either co-occurs with or is 
indexical of inauthenticity. 
 

In discussing these points, I explore how Italian-English translingual activity is framed in 
scholarly literature, and suggest an alternative means of conceptualizing this activity. I then 
discuss how particular components and realizations of English for Italian audiences—which I 
term inglaliano (see Section 2)—accrue value and point to socially salient characteristics of 
Italy’s New PD under Prime Minister Matteo Renzi. To do this, I draw on citizen sociolinguistic 
metacommentary (Rymes 2014; Rymes & Leone 2014), as well as other social media and 
journalistic representations of Matteo Renzi’s public appearances and speeches in English 
throughout 2014 and early 2015, as well as comedic representations of PD during that same time 
period. Throughout this discussion, I focus in particular on the multifaceted way that English is 
used, how it is talked about, and what it potentially indexes across contexts. To situate these 
video clips, stories, and other media in the chronotope (Bakhtin 1981) of the New PD, I draw on 
components of speech chain analysis (Agha 2007), analyzing in particular the parody video 
mentioned above. 
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2. From language contact to stylization: inglese maccheronico vs. inglaliano 
 
Italian-speakers and English-speakers have been in contact since time immemorial and thus 
several “contact varieties” have been identified by disciplinary linguists, typically concerned 
with English loan words used in Italian, the Anglicization of Italian, or pseudo-Anglicisms used 
in Italian (see Furiassi & Gottlieb, 2015:8 for an extensive list). These terms apply to the 
language used in Italian enclaves in Anglophone countries (e.g. Tosi 2004), the use of loan words 
in the world of business and finance (e.g. Venuta 2004), and even to the mere mispronunciation 
of “English” words in otherwise Italian discourse (e.g. Gani 2007, Pulcini 1997). These terms 
and definitions seem to be confined for the most part to the realms of linguists and frustrated 
language teachers, whereas the term that is most commonly heard in reference to any of the 
above segments of the Italian-English spectrum would likely be inglese maccheronico 
(macaronic English). As Maher (2014) points out, the term maccheronico is most commonly 
used to refer to “any kind of mix or hash of languages, including inadvertent cases where, say, an 
Italian speaks very poor English littered with Italianisms” (113-4). The etymology, meaning, and 
usage of the term maccheronico vary, however, ranging from Maher’s (2014) definition—“any 
kind of mix…of languages”—to a direct connection to the term maccherone (macaroni, in 
English), a rustic Italian dish that comprises many ingredients (Garzanti Linguistica, n.d.), to a 
reference to the days of the Grand Tour (think: “[Yankee Doodle Dandy] stuck a noodle in his hat 
and called it macaroni”). Whether it is important or possible to separate out the specifically 
Italian qualities of inglese maccheronico from those qualities that are simply non-standard is not 
quite clear (after all, are we comparing the Italian qualities of inglese maccheronico to the 
Italianness of macaroni or are we comparing the mixed quality of this variety to the mixture of 
ingredients in this dish?). What is clear, however, is that the concept of inglese maccheronico is 
very present in everyday talk about language in Italy, and that linguists over the past fifty years 
have expressed interest in developing fine-grained typologies of it.  
 
However, while there may well be various qualitatively different types of Italian-English 
translingualism, and it may be important to highlight a variety of contact phenomena, these terms 
typically conceptualize natural—or passive/unthinking participation in—sociolinguistic 
phenomena rather than intentional and stylized translingual moves. In this paper, I propose a 
look at Italian-English translingualism from this perspective of intentionality and style, focusing 
on what I will here refer to as “inglaliano” (inglese + italiano). Inglaliano distinguishes itself 
from the aforementioned conceptualization of Italian-English hybrid forms (e.g. inglese 
maccheronico) in that it is typically written and, when read out loud, is designed to sound like 
English spoken with a pronounced Italian accent. It is meant to be playfully taken up by those 
who have some degree of competence in both English and Italian, and I treat it here as a rich 
source of everyday metacommentary (Rymes 2014) on the linguistic gymnastics that Kachru’s 
(1986) “expanding circle” might find themselves performing on a regular basis.  
 
I tentatively label this phenomenon “stylization” after a modified version of Rampton’s (2006, 
2013) definition: “a reflexive communicative action in which speakers produce specially marked 
and often exaggerated representations of linguistic varieties that lie [either inside or] outside 
their habitual repertoire” (2013: 361). I find that it is the act of marking and exaggerating that 
constitutes stylization, and that this does not necessitate the adoption of a linguistic variety that is 
not one’s own. Inglaliano is a reflexive practice that “involves a degree of self-conscious 
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performance” (Rampton 2013: 361) and the performances of inglaliano analyzed below 
(particularly V.I.V.’s parody video) can easily be considered “a second-order meta-
representation” of English as spoken by an Italian (ibid.). 
 
In seeking to understand the phenomenon of inglaliano, it is important to recognize that the 
interlocutors involved in an English-language exchange need not be L1 English speakers. 
English used by L2 English speakers as a means of accommodating L1 English speakers is only 
a tiny fraction of English’s value. In Italy today, bits and pieces of what might be identified as 
“English” can be found everywhere, but to make the assertion that English is everywhere is 
misleading. The apparent omnipresence of English does not mean that English emanates like a 
contagion from a given center, affecting all who come in contact with it in predictable ways. 
Instead, it is to assert that qualities and characteristics of English are familiar (and meaningful) to 
everyone (Agha 2015, personal communication), and that many diverse interactions with various 
tokens of English (and/or what looks and sounds like English) are occurring on a wide scale. 
Some of these interactions with English occurring in various locales may resemble each other 
(e.g. classes at the British Council all over Italy), but they do not produce speaking and listening 
subjects who are uniformly oriented to English.  
 
In light of this, I would argue that what seems English to one individual does not necessarily 
seem English to another, and that this merits a rethinking of Italian-English translanguaging 
(Garcia 2009). Inglaliano cannot be understood without using both codes as points of reference, 
and in this sense it has certain bivalent qualities (Woolard 1988; see also Alvarez Caccamo 
1990). For instance, it would be a stretch to say that the written word “Feisbuc” (whose 
pronunciation is akin to “Facebook”) is an English loan. A personal anecdote comes to mind to 
illustrate this concept: in Rome, when an Italian teenager accompanying me decided he wanted 
to climb a wall, he jokingly started jogging in place and then grabbed his foot for a quadricep 
stretch, saying “Bisogna fare un po’ di stretching prima” (I have to stretch first). When I said, 
“Stretching, hai detto?” (Did you say “stretching”?), he didn’t interpret this as I intended it (i.e. 
“Oh, you guys use the word “stretching” in Italian, too?”) but as a cue to explain what the word 
“stretching” meant (i.e. “Yeah, it’s when you try to loosen your muscles so you don’t get hurt”). 
He only got a few words into his explanation before a friend interjected, “Stretching è inglese, 
cretino!” (Stretching is English, dummy!). Similarly, the “English” term “mobbing” is also 
famously used in Italian to describe workplace bullying, although its origins are contested (see 
Figure 1). Like anglomania1, below, I also learned the term in Italy, not in the United States: 
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Figure 1: WordReference Forum discussion on the term “mobbing” in Italian (Mobbing, n.d.) 
 

 
 

 
We can safely say that both what counts as “English” and how forms of English are interpreted 
from situation to situation are far from straightforward. Conceived abstractly as an acquirable 
skill set, English is thought of as a necessary lingua franca for international relations of all types 
(from making friends while traveling to supranational policymaking and international business), 
and a curricularized form of it (Valdés 2015) has thus been progressively pushed in education 
reform as an integral part of the changing landscape of Italian education and of the European 
Commission’s idea of plurilingual citizens (European Commission 2016). This has arguably led 
to a heightened awareness of English as a marker of globalization, education, money-making, 
tourism, and international communication. In the face of the post-2008 economic downturn and 
the 43% average youth unemployment in Italy (Council on Foreign Relations, 2014), English 
proficiency may also be getting re-framed as having real instrumental value both for young 
emigrants seeking work outside of Italy and for young professionals who remain in Italy, rather 
than merely being a sign of worldliness and/or education, as it used to be. However, there has 
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also been explicit backlash against those who speak English (or use English loan words) in what 
is considered by participants to be an Italian context, or where most of the audience members are 
Italian. For example, the host of Focus Economia, a radio program in Italy, is known to 
reprimand guests who say, “Dobbiamo fare un business migliore; bisogna crescere il nostro 
talent” (We need to do better business; we need to grow our talent), since there are equally 
appropriate words for both of those “English” terms in Italian.  
 
At most, we might say that the more individuals’ interactions with English resemble each other 
(be they pop songs, British Council classes, or visits to London), the more they can be leveraged 
to enable these individuals to link up their personal experiences and possibly their points of view. 
For this reason, observing what speakers do (intentionally and stylistically) with English for 
Italian audiences may be a more fruitful line of inquiry than developing typologies of Italian-
English mixing. Such observations of intentional action necessarily promote a repertoire 
approach (Rymes 2010) to thinking about language rather than an approach that frames English 
and Italian as separate entities and/or as belonging to different groups. Further, it is necessary to 
dissect (what looks and sounds like) English into several styles or registers, i.e. “distinct forms 
of speech [that] come to be socially recognized…as indexical of speaker attributes by a 
population of language users” (Agha 2005:38). I argue here that inglaliano is one such register, 
in addition to an example of stylization. 

 
 

3. Inglaliano and the New PD 
 
3.1 Inglaliano as metacommentary and as making meaning 
 
Inglaliano, like many translanguaging practices (Garcia 2009) is an everyday meaning-making 
technique, and it can be found in citizen sociolinguistic metacommentary (Rymes 2014; Rymes 
& Leone 2014) on Facebook, Twitter, and other social media platforms, as well as in advertising 
and T-shirt art throughout Italy. Teachers of English working in Italy can likely attest to having 
used or at least overheard inglaliano in class: in lieu of spelling a word on paper, it often suffices 
to pronounce the English word as though it were Italian (thus an anglo pronunciation of ‘paper’, 
for instance, becomes pah-pear, with a trilled [r]). An example of inglaliano as a meaning 
making technique can be found in Figure 2; the graphic designers who created these logos 
claimed (perhaps jokingly) that such designs would help Italian-speakers figure out the “right 
way” to pronounce foreign-looking words like Skype (scaip) and Heineken (ainechen) (Da 
Appol a Pleisteicion, 2013). The tweeted inglaliano shown in Figure 3 also plays on the Twitter 
public’s knowledge of familiar English catch phrases as they might be pronounced by an Italian 
speaker. Taking advantage of the highly phonetic orthography of Italian, as well as experience 
with the way these phrases are pronounced in their everyday lives, they write “let us be your 
guide” as “let as bi iour guaid” and “put your hands up” as “puch ior enz ap”, hashtagging them 
with #inglaliano and #inglesiano as a cue for readers to read them through that lens.  
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Figure 2: Brand names in inglaliano (Da 
Appol a Pleistescion, 2013) 

 

Figure 3: Tweeted inglaliano 
 

 

 

 
 
3.2. Background on Matteo Renzi and the New PD 
 
By the time Matteo Renzi entered office in 2014, he had accumulated a significant Twitter 
following: as of July 2016, he has 2.51 million followers. This may seem an insignificant fact, 
but it is one which nevertheless reflects the way he projects his public image. Renzi entered the 
political scene at the age of 29 as President of the Province of Florence, and was elected Mayor 
of Florence five years later. In 2014 he replaced Enrico Letta as Prime Minister of Italy 
following a series of tensions and turnover of leaders1 in the PD, and became the youngest prime 
minister in the history of the Republic of Italy at age 39. Part of his success is owed to his having 
grabbed the interest of young voters by positioning himself as the change that Italy needed after 
years of bureaucracy, corruption, and inertia for which his predecessors had come to be known, 
and his campaign played up the idea of social turnaround by promoting merit over nepotism and 
“simplicity” over bureaucracy, among other change-oriented proposals.  
 

                                                           
1 When Silvio Berlusconi resigned from his fourth term as prime minister of Italy at the height of the recent 
Eurozone crisis in 2011, Mario Monti was instated by the European Commission as interim prime minister. A 
popular election was held shortly afterward, and Pier Luigi Bersani (of the Democratic Party) was elected by 
popular vote. However, he was unable to gain the support of the senate, and at the encouragement of the President of 
Italy, Giorgio Napolitano, a coalition was formed in order to appoint a different head of the Democratic Party, at 
which point Enrico Letta became prime minister in April 2013. In December 2013, Matteo Renzi became the 
secretary of the Democratic Party, and shortly after was appointed prime minister in February 2014. A few months 
later, his position was officially subjected to a national election, and he emerged with the majority vote: 41%--the 
highest percentage obtained in fifty years. 
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A few months into his term, Renzi made his first visit to the United States. His first stop was 
Silicon Valley, a choice consistent with talk in his early days in office, during which he 
addressed Italy’s under-35 brain drain, the lack of support for entrepreneurship in Italy, and the 
need for serious technological advances in everyday aspects of government—“techy”, “youthy” 
issues for which Silicon Valley has become a point of reference. During that same visit to the 
United States in September 2014, Renzi surprised his audience at the Council on Foreign 
Relations in New York by speaking English, even though his hosts had procured an interpreter 
for him and had passed headsets out to the crowd in advance of his arrival on stage. His 
presentation seems to have been met with mixed feelings, with some saying that Renzi seemed to 
be promising the same changes that many before him had promised, and with others welcoming 
his seemingly new approach. A writer for the New Yorker, after commenting on Renzi’s 
“charmingly imperfect but workmanlike English,” offers the following vignette from the prime 
minister’s visit: 

 
[R]ather than offering a vigorous, reasoned defense of his program, he skated ably 
and entertainingly on the surface, while repeating generalities about “future” and 
“past.” 
 
“How do you say acciaio?” Renzi asked cheerfully. 
“Steel,” someone called out. 
“How do you say siderurgia?” It means steel industry; someone shouted “steel.” 
“Steel! Steel!” Renzi mugged, looking puzzled and amused. 
 
This may work less well at home. The day of Renzi’s New York appearance, the 
editor of Milan’s Corriere della Sera, Ferruccio de Bortoli, wrote a rather stern 
editorial that seemed almost to comment in advance on Renzi’s talk: “A stream of 
tweets does not cancel out the need for a well-written decree.” (Stille, 2014) 
 

 
Gliding over the surface of deep-seated problems in society and government is something that 
most politicians have likely done at some point or another; in fact, this is one of the problematic 
issues that Renzi took up in his campaign. In Italy, the concept of aria fritta, or “fried air”, is 
often invoked to refer to spoken discourse, and often political discourse, that sounds convincing 
and substantive but that is revealed to be, colloquially speaking, about nothing. Renzi’s “skating 
ably and entertainingly on the surface” of his otherwise undefined policies for change fits the 
description of aria fritta all too well, and in the first months of his term became a recognizable 
feature of his public appearances, even according to other politicians. The theme of superficiality 
emerges as being quite salient in online commentary and social media satire about Renzi, and 
superficiality coupled with elements of English has likewise become indexically linked to the 
New PD throughout Renzi’s term. 
 
 
4. Spoken English and superficiality in representations of the New PD 
 
A comedy group, Il Terzo Segreto di Satira (The Third Secret of Satire) demonstrates the shift 
that PD is thought to have undergone in terms of its image under Renzi. Replacing the solemn 
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communist wearing a moth-eaten sweater and scruffy facial hair, the face of the New PD is of a 
young, beautiful go-getter who can’t wait for the future. Il Terzo Segreto di Satira captured this 
widespread sentiment in two YouTube videos published in October and December 2014, eight 
and ten months after Renzi’s election. In the first, called “Sliding Doors: i due volti del PD” 
(“Sliding Doors: the two faces of PD”), Old PD and New PD are embodied by the same 30-
something young man on either side of a split screen: the former is unsmiling and wearing an 
already worn and wrinkly dark blue polo shirt, while the latter (the same actor) is smiling 
proudly at his own reflection and wearing a crisp, white dress shirt unbuttoned just enough to 
show off a little chest hair (Figure 4). The video shows how both Old PD and New PD might get 
ready for date night, including what they would serve a young woman for dinner (Figure 5). 
 
 
    Figure 4: Old PD (left) vs. New PD (right) (Terzo Segreto di Satira, 2014a) 

 
 

Figure 5: Dinner with Old PD vs. New PD (Terzo Segreto di Satira, 2014a) 

  
Old PD – Counter-clockwise from top left: already-
opened Lambrusco (an inexpensive sparkling red 
wine), scattered crackers, paper towel, stained 
tablecloth. 
 

New PD – Counter-clockwise from top left: already-
opened Lambrusco (but in a decanter), fake crystal 
glasses, cloth napkin, olives from Eataly (a 
supermarket for Italian specialty goods, marketed to 
tourists and known for being overpriced). 
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Old PD is portrayed as unattractive, socially awkward, and honest to a fault, while New PD is 
portrayed as a ladykiller. They talk about the same topics over dinner with their date, but when 
she asks what he does for a living, Old PD says “Yeah, I get together with some friends of mine 
sometimes to make videos and stuff”, while New PD says “Four associates and I work for a start-
up doing viral marketing”—‘viral marketing’ is said in English; the idea is the same but the 
florid presentation of the latter leaves the date impressed and smiling. At the end of the night, 
their date lets them know that she has to run to catch the last tram (with the unspoken alternative 
being to spend the night). Old PD apparently doesn’t read this as evidence that his date would 
like to stay over, and assures her that if she rides on the back of his bike, they can make it to the 
tram in time. His bike chain breaks partway there, but he urges her to run on without him 
presumably because he wants what’s best for her: she said she needed to catch the tram home, so 
he does everything he can to make sure that is possible. New PD, on the other hand, tells his date 
that she can stay over if she’d like. They jump in bed together, but the clip ends with his date 
(make-up fully intact) looking irritated and with him explaining that “this kind of thing happens 
to everyone sometimes.” Old PD emerges an unexpectedly gallant gentleman, while New PD 
turns out to not be able to perform. 
 
In another video, four devout members of PD find themselves at the “White Christmas Party” (in 
English) of the New PD (Terzo Segreto di Satira, 2014b). These four members, unsmiling and 
dressed in drab sweaters and jackets, are appalled that the party is full of scantily clad young 
women and trendy men drinking vodka-based cocktails and dancing to electronic dance music. 
They fantasize about taking back PD and turning the “White Christmas Party” into a “real” PD 
party, the way it used to be. The opening lines of this fantasy takeover are: 

 
Adesso state tutti ziti e ci ascoltate! Perché il programma di questo White 
Christmas Party del cazzo cambierà leggermente. Eh?! Intanto voi, vi coprite 
perché va bene la figa però così, distrae dalle cose importanti. Adesso ci sediamo 
tutti per terra e ci dividiamo per gruppi. E parliamo pacatamente delle 
problematiche del partito. Però il primo CHE USA UN INGLESISMO DEL 
CAZZO?! VA BENE?! NOOOO! 
 
Now everybody shut up and listen to us! Because the plan for this fucking White 
Christmas Party is going to change slightly. Eh?! So you (pl.), cover yourselves 
because it’s fine that you’re sexy, but like this, it distracts from important things. 
Now we’ll all sit on the floor and split up into groups. And we’ll talk calmly about 
the party’s issues. But the first THAT USES A FUCKING ANGLICISM?! OK?! 
NOOOO! 

 
In these two examples, we see tokens of English emerge as part of the “personality” of New PD. 
The young man who embodies New PD in the first video and the smiling, dancing party-goers at 
the New PD “White Christmas Party” are both linked to the use of English, but the embodiments 
of Old PD are not. English also emerges as part of a larger theme of superficiality in depictions 
of New PD: while Old PD might “make videos and stuff”, New PD might fancy himself “an 
associate in viral marketing”. Old PD wants Italian folk music and serious conversation while 
New PD wants English-language electronic dance music and vapid English-y buzzwords. 
English, in these clips, also arguably indexes show business and capitalism, for instance, both of 
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which are bright and shiny but neither of which appear to seamlessly fit into present-day Italy, 
not to mention left-leaning (and often imagined as borderline communist) PD.  
 
 
5. Casting Renzi’s speech in a new light via inglaliano metacommentary 
 
On July 8, 2014, a few months into his term, Renzi attended a conference called Digital Venice, 
which was described on the official conference site as 
 

a high-level meeting hosted by the City of Venice and promoted by the Italian 
Presidency of the Council of the European Union with the support of European 
Commission – DG Connect, that will gather policy, industry, and innovation 
leaders from all over Europe to trace the road to a growing, sustainable digital 
economy. (Digital Venice, 2014) 

 
Three days later, a parodic representation of Renzi’s speech at Digital Venice had been created 
and uploaded to YouTube, and in January 2015, the clip went viral. While not quite what 
Silverstein (2011) describes as a presidential blooper2, this video’s representations of Renzi’s 
speech do indeed send a “message” about the Renzi/New PD “brand”, as shaped by “consumers” 
and would-be consumers of that brand. When this speech took place, and when the subsequent 
video was edited together and subtitled ironically, Renzi had already been elected; at that time, 
the consumers of the Renzi/New PD brand were no longer making the decision about whether or 
not to buy, but instead were busy getting to work on their customer satisfaction surveys.  
 
The clips in this satirical video (Almost Blu, 2014) were all taken from Renzi’s 28-minute 
speech at a closed-door round-table on the first day of Digital Venice. The meeting lasted for two 
hours, and involved about 35 people, including European Commission Vice President Neelie 
Kroes, economist Jeremy Rifkin, and about thirty guests representing banks, corporations, and 
non-profit organizations. Neelie Kroes, seated next to Renzi, opened the meeting with a fifteen-
minute speech largely addressed to him (as evidenced by her turning to look at him, addressing 
him as “you” and as “Mr. Prime Minister”), followed by a ten-minute speech by Jeremy Rifkin 
addressed to all of the attendees, followed by ninety seconds of commentary allowed for each of 
the thirty attendees. About a third of these attendees were Italian, and the rest, except for a few 
American and East Asian attendees, were from other European countries. The entire meeting and 
all of the commentary were in English, and nearly everyone worked from a script. Renzi’s 28-
minute response to the attendees’ comments was also conducted in English, without the 
assistance of an interpreter, and with what seems to have been a general outline rather than a 
script. 
 
Importantly, while the participation framework at this meeting did not allow for conversation, 
the meeting was live-streamed on Digital Venice’s website and was watched by several 
conference attendees and other interested parties who used the hashtags #digitalvenice and 
#renzi3 in their tweeted metadiscourse and reactions. Using Twitter’s search function to identify 

                                                           
2 The focus of analysis in Silverstein (2011) is the (re)branding of candidates and electorates in electoral politics. 
3 #renzi implies that Renzi is a topic of discussion, not the addressee. If he were the addressee of the tweet, Twitter 
uses would, in theory, tweet at him using his handle @matteorenzi. 
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where these hashtags were used, I narrowed in on the day of the meeting (July 8, 2014) and 
identified tweets that commented on Renzi’s speech in real time. A selection of these tweets and 
their English translations (in brackets) are provided in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Digital Venice Twitter metacommentary 
 
1 @tras : ore o forta le the glo alizatio  i glese i erto, a o etto uo o. [u ertai  

English, but good concept] #renzi #digitalvenice 

2 @nicolacarrucciu: #renzi che fa supercazzole in inglese è qualcosa di straordinario [Renzi making 

supercazzole in English is something extraordinary] #digitalvenice 

3 @gio a i_lo go: fi o ad ora o  sta di e do ie te [so far he s ot sa i g anything] #Renzi 

#digitalvenice 

4 @tras : e li e i  a prese t o ti uous . #re zi #digital e i e 

5 @gditom: Ci sono I sottotitoli per [are there subtitles for] #Renzi? #digitalvenice 

6 @Petiziol: Se siete davanti ad un pc vi obbligo ad andare sul @Corriereit e as olatre l i ter e to di 
#‘e zi i  i glese a #digital e i e [If ou re i  fro t of a PC I o lige ou to go o  @Corriereit a d 
listen to the presentation by #Renzi in English at #digitalvenice] 

7 @shezan74: #Renzi al #digitalvenice ha già prodotto risultati. Ha già creato almeno 30 parole inglesi 

che prima non esistevano. #renzistudia te prego! [#Renzi at #digitalvenice already has results. He 

already created at least 30 new English words that did t e ist efore.] 

8 @Giustommasini: Qualcuno può dirmi che ca sta dicendo #Renzi? Si sta incartando. [Can someone 

please tell e hat the F #‘e zi is sa i g? He s getti g o fused.] I  Cr i g #digital e i e 

9 @giustommasini: come si dice brevetto? [how do you say license?] #renzi #digitalvenice 

#sosoddisfazioni 

10 @A esiaFe: Mi s elli o: il odo i  ui #‘e zi pro u ia also . Ma il ragazzo a a ra io a he 
i  i glese [I  ra ki g up: the a  #‘e zi pro ou es also . But the gu  i pro ises e e  i  
English] #celabbiamosolonoi #digitalvenice 

11 @stortasilla a: #re zi s spee h i  e glish  at #digital e i e this or i g looks ore like # eep than 

#houseofcards 

12 @GingerRosh: Matteo #Renzi no spik inglish a #digitalvenice. Eppure il corso è costato aro… [A d 
it reall  ost hi …] 

13 @VismaraMarco: Certo che #renzi se lo poteva portare un traduttore al #digitalvenice [Surely 

#re zi ould ha e rought a  i terpreter to #digital e i e] … pliz isit auar au tri … 
#digitalrevolution o revoluscion? 

 
Many of the tweets comment on Renzi’s pronunciation of English words, on his syntax, and on 
his lexical choices and/or perceived limitations. Some Twitter users also use inglaliano [“no spik 
inglish” or “plis visit auar cauntri”] in their comments. Tweet #2 makes use of the concept of 
supercazzola—a word that emerged from a film called Amici Miei in 1975—which refers to a 
series of made-up words that, when delivered quickly and with conviction, succeed in tricking 
the addressee (usually an authority figure or gatekeeper) in the speaker’s favor. In the film, the 
character uses supercazzole to talk his way out of a parking ticket, an overnight stay in the 
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hospital, and a conversation with an important but boring person. This term resurfaces in other 
metadiscourse about this particular speech by Renzi, as well. 
 
 
Figure 6: Web of recontextualizations of Renzi’s speech from July 8 to July 13, 2014. 

 

 
Within hours of the meeting at Digital Venice and its live-streaming, the “official” versions of 
Renzi’s full speech were posted to Palazzo Chigi’s4 YouTube channel and to PD’s youth 
outreach website (PDYouDem.tv). As shown in Figure 6, within the same day, a major news 
station (Corriere) posted a short segment of the speech, entitled “Renzi (in inglese) spiega la vita 
di Meucci” (Renzi (in English) explains the life of Meucci). Mediaset, a major broadcasting 
network, posted a compilation from Renzi’s speech entitled “Renzi e quell’inglese 
maccheronico” (Renzi and that macaronic English). From this point, ironically subtitled videos 
and satirical commentary about Renzi’s self-presentation began to emerge. The news and 
entertainment site Vice, drawing from one of the “official” (i.e. PD-posted) videos of Renzi’s 
speech, published an article in which a so-called native English speaker attempted to decode 
Renzi’s message, and then translated this wild misunderstanding back into Italian. Another site 

                                                           
4 Roughly the equivalent of the Capitol Building’s YouTube Channel 
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called Mente Critica used Corriere’s clip of Renzi talking about the life of Antonio Meucci5 to 
compare the prime minister’s speech to the aforementioned supercazzola from the 1975 film 
Amici Miei. This article also included a parodic transcription of this segment of Renzi’s speech 
and an adjective, pittelliano, linking Renzi’s English to that of Gianni Pittella, a fellow member 
of PD and a member of the European Parliament whose speech in English went viral in Italy in 
20136 for many of the same reasons Renzi’s did.  
 

From the Mente Critica article and the Mediaset compilation of blooper moments, an amateur 
video producer called #MattyXz uploaded a video on July 11, 2014 (three days after Renzi’s 
speech at Digital Venice) that would go viral several months later. This video used the exact 
compilation that Mediaset created, but with the addition of parodic inglaliano subtitles and 
sarcastic metacommentary marked by asterisks *as such*. In the description of the video on 
YouTube, there is a link to the Mente Critica article, but the video was posted by a YouTube 
user called AlmostBlu and the trail of #MattyXz can’t be traced back any further through the 
channels that I can access. It is not clear whether the video creator (#MattyXz), the video 
uploader (AlmostBlu), and Mente Critica (the website linked in the video description) are 
connected to each other. 
 
 
Figure 7: Four screenshots from MattyXz’s video 

 

 

The inglaliano subtitles in this compilation video (see Figure 7) are indexically selective for 
those who can understand Italian and are familiar with Italian’s orthographic conventions and 

                                                           
5 The purported real inventor of the telephone 
6 L’Espresso Magazine Online 
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pronunciation; in order to understand what the subtitles connote, I would also presume that basic 
knowledge of English is required. The subtitles serve more to obfuscate Renzi’s message than to 
clarify it, and their appearance in quick succession on the screen makes Renzi’s speech seem 
erratic; rather than an entire sentence appearing at the bottom of the screen, as one might find in 
a traditionally subtitled film, #MattyXz arranges the subtitles so that, more often than not, they 
appear as single words flashing across the bottom of the screen. Sometimes, these subtitles are 
replaced by or supplemented with images and with metacommentary marked by asterisks. In 
Mediaset’s compilation video, which was adopted and edited by #MattyXz, the framing 
discourse has been edited out and all that remains are three segments of seemingly disconnected 
talk. A segment of the transcript below represents the segment of Renzi’s speech in which he 
compared his mother’s idea of “Europe” (i.e. the day the Berlin Wall came down; freedom of 
movement) to his children’s idea of “Europe” (i.e. Champion’s League). 

 

Table 2: Renzi’s speech about generational differences in perspectives on Europe 

 Speech Subtitles   Speech Subtitles 

 

1 Eh Ehhh 18 She shih 

2 My Mai 19 Feeled fihld (?) 

3 Mother Modarr 20 With 
Wii  

4 Who u  21 the the the d d d 

5 Cry 
 

22 she felt shiffèlt 

6 in s-- Ihns 23 the the the the dh dh dhh 

7 Eh eh ih 24  deh dehhhh 

8 In Inneh 25  *respiro* 

9  *panico* 26 Berlin bellihn 

10 in the TV indeh tivì 27 Walls oòllzh 

11 When When 28  *pausa drammatica* 

12  *respiro* 29 Destroyed destroyed () 

13 ehhm:: ehhhhh ehh … 30 By bai 

14  *esplosione cerebrale* 31 The deh 

15 Sheesh SHISH! 32 People pippòlTM// 

16  *improvvisazione di Amleto*    

17  *transizione alla Scarface*    

 
 
I have limited an in-depth look at the subtitles to the text in Transcript 2 (see Appendix for full 
text). This segment of the transcript has several instances of inglaliano, as in line 2 where my 
becomes mai, lines 26-27 where Berlin Walls becomes bellihn oòllzh, and line 32 where people 
becomes pippòl. Transcript 2 also includes two images in the subtitles: the logo for a food 
wholesaler and supermarket chain based in Milan (CRAI) and a Nintendo Wii. The two images 
are likely used because the names of their referents sound similar to Renzi’s pronunciation of cry 
(line 5) and with (line 20), and they also contribute to the illusion of chaos and disconnectedness 
that the subtitles generate overall.  
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Another interesting and recurring element of the subtitles is the trademark (TM) symbol (line 32), 
potentially used in order to indicate the invention of a new word; the subtitled representation of 
Renzi’s pronunciation of people is pippòl, which is potentially imagined “not to exist” in 
standard Italian or in standard English. Finally, the metacommentary in the excerpt also serves to 
add to the image of Renzi as unprepared and incomprehensible; they include *panic* (line 5), 
*breath* (line 12), *brain explosion* (line 14), *improv of Hamlet* (line 16), and *transition to 
Scarface* (line 17), some of which seem to be framed as Renzi’s self-talk and some of which 
seem more like stage directions. Also included in other parts of the montage are Korean and 
Japanese orthography, other images referring to popular culture, and check marks that seem to 
signify “correct!” or “approved!” 
 
 
6. Inglaliano’s purpose and effects 
 
At this point, one could argue that Renzi’s speech has undergone numerous transformations, 
from the closed-door round table about the digital economy to a viral YouTube-circulated parody 
of his English. The event has literally been reframed by being presented via YouTube, and also 
rekeyed in a Goffmanian sense via MattyXz’s inglaliano subtitles. While the video seems a 
radical departure from the primary framework of the round table at Digital Venice, it actually 
does little more than laminate another layer of meaning onto Renzi’s original performance. 
Drawing on Goffman (1974), we might say that the subtitles only minimally alter the activity 
being transformed, but they “utterly change what a participant would say is going on” (p. 45): the 
subtitles are an example of what Bakhtin might call vari-directional double-voiced discourse. 
They “literally repeat the statement of the other speaker, investing it with new value and 
accenting it in [their] own way” (1984:106). 
 
What kind of work are these inglaliano subtitles doing in this parody? They illustrate which 
aspects of Renzi’s speech are plucked out of surrounding discourse and framed as indicative of a 
recognizable way of speaking – they enregister (Agha 2003) inglaliano. The video format of 
Renzi’s speech allowed for dissemination, and this model of speech then underwent “forms of 
revalorization, retypification, and change” (Agha 2005:38). Morson (1989: 73) observes that “the 
parodist recognizes language…as characteristic of some group of speakers” and treats this 
speech as indexical of its speaker or listener. By “transcribing” Renzi’s discourse and imagined 
self-talk, MattyXz has rendered visible the metadiscursive markers (Urban 1996) of this socially 
recognized way of speaking, and possibly more easily decontextualizable, copiable, and sharable 
(Urban 1996: 24), which of course takes on a new meaning in the world of social media. Even if 
Renzi’s way of speaking hadn’t been particularly recognizable or meaningful to a general 
audience prior to MattyXz’s parody, his act of having parodied it imbues it with symbolic 
significance (Morson 1989: 63) which will continue to gather social value and meaning the more 
it is shared and commented on (Burgess & Green 2009; Rymes 2012; Rymes & Leone 2014). 
 
Sclafani (2012: 124) points out that “the hyperbolization of particular features in a parody draws 
attention to both the parodist’s and the audience’s interpretation of the ‘apparently unmotivated’ 
stylistic displays of the speaker”, as has been demonstrated by work on mock languages (e.g. 
Chun 2004 on mock-Asian and Hill 1998, 2005 on mock-Spanish). In an earlier work, Sclafani 
also points out that that according to studies of mock languages,  
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exaggeration of stereotypical features is a central characteristic of parodic speech, 
and the performance of out-group styles may also have consequences for 
reinforcing in-group identities… In these studies, inauthentic language use and 
performance of what one is not reinforces what one is, and draws attention to 
covert power differentials that are reinforced through intergroup linguistic 
differences. (2009:619).  

 
What is interesting about MattyXz’s subtitling of Renzi’s speech in inglaliano is the lack 
of a clear distinction between an ethnic/national/linguistic in-group or out-group identity. 
While this video can be considered parodic, I hesitate to categorize inglaliano as a mock-
language in the sense that Chun (2004) and Hill (1998) describe. There is no racializing 
discourse involved, and there is arguably no L1 English speaker involved in this 
particular representation or interpretation of Renzi’s speech. This appears to be a 
representation of Renzi’s speech by Italians for Italians, drawing on the framework of 
inglaliano that is widely shared (although it may not always be known under this name). 
The nature of inglaliano makes this video accessible and comprehensible to individuals 
with a wide array of English and Italian proficiency, although judging by the comments, 
the circulation of this video seems to have remained largely in Italian-speaking spheres. 
The aim does not seem to have been to make fun of Renzi’s English, but to call him out 
for having positioned himself as “English-fluent political figure” when his performance, 
in retrospect, suggests that he should not have done so. In this sense, we might consider 
the aspects of Renzi’s performance of “English-fluent political figure” that MattyXz 
highlighted as being nonstandard and, more specifically, too Italian. Do these qualities 
render a performance of “English-fluent political figure” inauthentic? If so, according to 
whom? 
 
The national/ethnic/linguistic identities of MattyXz are not and cannot be known, but we might 
consider how the subtitled video indexes his sociolinguistic and sociocultural vantage point. To 
whom are Renzi’s pronunciation of people as pippòl and mother as mader socially significant? In 
a country like Italy where humility is enforced by teasing, and English is pushed as being crucial 
for the future of young people, how might Renzi’s refusal to use interpreters or a script during 
Digital Venice be taken up? Renzi likely intended his speech in English at Digital Venice to 
demonstrate that he is able to stand on his own two feet at international functions, and possibly 
that he is young and “with it”. For him, English proficiency might be more a luxury diacritic than 
a lived interpersonal struggle. How do his young constituents—especially those who have left 
Italy for London or New York in search of work and whose English proficiency is owed in large 
part to their forced migration—interpret Renzi’s use of English in his public appearances? 
 
In conclusion, I would venture that English—as an idea, as a code, as a lingua franca, a prestige 
marker, a social reality—is constantly undergoing transformations: every time is it used 
“inappropriately” or in a “macaronic” way, particular socially salient and recognizable aspects of 
it are picked out by audience members for whom those aspects are meaningful, and they are 
talked about. Crucially, these audience members may be what are typically known as “native 
speakers” of English or (as shown in this particular case) speakers who learned English later in 
life. Performing stylized Italian “foreigner talk” (Depperman 2007; Rampton 1995) as an Italian 
speaker who is proficient in English may frame such talk differently from the way it has been 
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portrayed in studies of mock languages (Chun 2004, Hill 1998) and language crossing (Rampton 
1995, 2006). As metacommentary about English-language performances by speakers of Italian 
circulate, and as particular characteristics of these performances recur and are talked about, they 
become imbued with locally relevant social value, and they become enregistered, or indicative of 
a recognizable way of speaking. Perhaps inglaliano is a kind of manifestation of the double-
consciousness of a generation that has been “surrounded by” English for most of their lives, and 
whose experiences as Italian speakers of English are continuously expanding and diversifying, 
but simultaneously becoming more fine-grained. As ideologically laden notions (and 
measurements) of “proficiency” and “standard language” continue to play important roles in the 
lives of multilingual people, we might do well to revisit earlier theories of language and power in 
order to include a close look at the multiple layers of everyday discourse and metacommentary 
that occur in the in-group as well as in the out-group. 
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Appendix: Entire transcript of Renzi parody 

CLIP #1: Berlin Walls 
 
 My transcription Subtitles  
1 eh ehhh 
2 my mai 
3 mother modarr 
4 who u’ 
5 cry 

 
6 in s-- ihns 
7 eh eh ih 
8 in inneh 
9  *panico* [panic] 
10 in the TV indeh tivì 
11 when when 
12  *respiro* [breath] 
13 ehhm:: ehhhhh ehhmn… 
14  *esplosione cerebrale* [brain explosion] 
15 sheesh SHISH! 
16  *improvvisazione di Amleto* [improv of Hamlet] 
17  *transizione alla Scarface* [transition to Scarface] 
18 she shih 
19 feeled fihld (?) 
20 with 

Wii  
21 the the the d d d 
22 she felt shiffèlt 
23 the the the the dh dh dhh 
24  deh dehhhh 
25  *respiro* [breath] 
26 Berlin bellihn 
27 walls oòllzh 
28  *pausa drammatica* [dramatic pause] 
29 destroyed destroyed () 
30 by bai 
31 the deh 
32 people // pippòlTM// 
 
 
 

 
 
CLIP #2: The Representation of Possibility 
 
 My transcription Subtitles 
33 because becosz 
34 the idea without 안녕하세요 
35  daut 
36 market marchet 
37 in the ten 
38 commercial uh commerciala 
39  ehh 
40 field 

feel  
41  *loading…* 
42 [xxx] mistracciò 
43  ùah! 
44 the the the the d d d d dh dh 
45 result are deh rasalta (???) 
46 not good not gud. :C 
47  *respiro* [breath] 
48 but BAHT 
49 for a forah 
50 country caunchìh 
51 this dis 
52 is  isah 
53 also ooohlzah 
54 the representation de rapresenteiscionTM® 
55 of o’ 
56 possibility // possibility. // 
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CLIP #3: Invention of the Telephone 
 
 My transcription Subtitles 
57 he he was ih ìh こん ちは  
58 ehm ehmmmmm 
59 a walker 

a walker  
60 so ciò 
61 he invented ih ihventehd 
62 the the the the the d dhh de dehhhhhh 
63 telephone TÈLEFOHN! 
64 to tuh 
65 speaking spìcchingh 
66 about èbbouzh 
67 in the theater ih indè teater. (???) 
68  (*che c%£!# ho detto?*) [(what the f%#& did I say?)] 
69 a genius! // A GENIUS! // 
 
 
CLIP #4: License 
 
 My transcription Subtitles 
70 he wasn’t iwosenht 
71 able èibohl 
72 to two 
73 um:: Uhhhhmmmm 
74 use iùs 
75 the deh 
76 copyright (.) le- lesence coppiraiht! (…) le lessenceh… 
77  *Jabba the hut* 
78 come si dice brevetto? comesicebevettoh? 
79  oooooo 
80  aaaaaaaaa 
81 eh: eeeehhhhhhhh 
82 license! L’iSenseh (?) 
83 license L’iSenseh 
84 in uh inneh 
85 eighty uh:: eitih uhhhhhhh // 
 
 

 
CLIP #5: The time of lunch 
 
 My transcription Subtitles 
86 adesso [now] dèssoh 
87 come [as] cùmehh 
88 eh:: *sforzo disumano* [inhuman effort] 
89 spesso accade in questi momenti 

[often happens in these moments] 
spesso accade in questi momenti () 
[often happens in these moments] 

90 tocca al polit— 
[the politician must--] 

tocca al polit… [the politician must…] 

91 now NAU 
92 is IZ 
93 the DEH 
94 time TAIHMH 
95 to to to eat tu tu tu eat-t-t (?) 
96 the lunch de lanceh 
97 and for anderfor… 
98 Italian politician e italiahn politiscian 
99 is absolutely z abshlutelih 
100 crucial cusciahl 
101 to say “Now tuhdei.. NAUH 
102 is IZ 
103 the DEH 
104 time TAIHM 
105 of OV 
106 lunch”! LAHNCHGHG 
107 ((applause)) *applausi imbarazzati* [embarrassed 

applause] 
 

 


